Jolly Back Chair

The award-winning Jolly Back Chair is an innovative low seating solution, designed by a Chartered
Physiotherapist, for adults working at low heights.
It improves comfort, posture and helps prevent and reduce back pain, muscle and joint aches (primarily in
the neck, shoulders, knees and hips) by addressing the challenges of sitting at child height, bending over
and kneeling at low tables.
Specifically designed to support low level sitting, the Jolly Back Chair promotes health, assists safety and
contributes to the wellbeing of adults and the children they are caring for and working with.

Tall backrest handle
Allows safe movement in standing
without bending or lifting.

Low chair
Enables adult users to sit and work at the same
height as children whilst having their spine
comfortably supported in a natural upright
posture. This is achieved through a combination
of the seat wedge and back support.

Height adjustable lower
back support
Working in combination with
the seat wedge, the back
support is quick and easy to
adjust to give correct support,
exactly where it’s needed.

Fabric and Vinyl Covers
Waterproof, breathable and
antibacterial fabric is
hard-wearing, durable and
washable, perfectly suited to
children’s environments and
also pleasant to sit on.
(Available in 7 colours)
A waterproof, vinyl option is
available.

Compact and unobstructed
floor space underneath
chair

High quality, lockable
wheels

Offers unrestricted movement,
reduces trip hazard for users
and children, and is ideally
suited where space is limited.

Provide easy, smooth movement
when seated and reduces
twisting and sheering forces on
discs as the Jolly Back chair
moves with you.
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Jolly Back Chair

Jolly Back chairs are successfully supporting teachers, childcare practitioners, children’s therapists, home
educators and carers in schools, pre-schools, kindergartens, children’s hospitals, in homes and the
community.
Working with children is a privilege and we know there are daily challenges. At Jolly Back, we care about
you as you care for others and are here to make working with children that little bit easier, safer and more
comfortable.

Customer Reviews
Extremely useful for working with groups of children around a low table.
Jo Young, Great Wood Primary School

The staff were really impressed with how comfortable the Jolly Back chair is and how it
immediately corrected their posture, making sitting more comfortable.
C. van de Laar-Newson, The British School of Amsterdam

It's important to create a culture where staff feel valued and to support them at work. Since
investing in our Jolly Back chairs, no-one has been absent with back pain.
Helen Smith, Larklands Infant and Nursery School

Technical Specification
• Made in UK
• Weight tested to 110kg (17st 3lbs)
• 3 Year Warranty
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Colour Options
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